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Abstract

Graph contrastive learning (GCL) has attracted a surge of attention due to its superior performance for learning node/graph representations without labels. However, in practice, the underlying class distribution of unlabeled nodes for the given graph is usually imbalanced. This highly imbalanced class distribution inevitably deteriorates the quality of learned node representations in GCL. Indeed, we empirically find that most state-of-the-art GCL methods cannot obtain discriminative representations and exhibit poor performance on imbalanced node classification. Motivated by this observation, we propose a principled GCL framework on Imbalanced node classification (ImGCL), which automatically and adaptively balances the representations learned from GCL without labels. Specifically, we first introduce the online clustering based progressively balanced sampling (PBS) method with theoretical rationale, which balances the training sets based on pseudo-labels obtained from learned representations in GCL. We then develop the node centrality based PBS method to better preserve the intrinsic structure of graphs, by up-weighting the important nodes of the given graph. Extensive experiments on multiple imbalanced graph datasets and imbalanced settings demonstrate the effectiveness of our proposed framework, which significantly improves the performance of the recent state-of-the-art GCL methods. Further experimental ablations and analyses show that the ImGCL framework consistently improves the representation quality of nodes in under-represented (tail) classes.

1 Introduction

Recently, graph contrastive learning (GCL) has become the de facto standard for self-supervised learning on graphs (Zhu et al. 2021a) due to its superior performance as compared to the supervised counterparts. (Thakoor et al. 2022; Bielak, Kajdanowicz, and Chawla 2021; You et al. 2020; Zhu et al. 2021b). Inheriting the advantage of self-supervised learning, GCL frees the model from the reliance on label information in the graph domain, where labels can be costly and error-prone in practice (Yang and Xu 2020) while unlabeled/partially labeled data is prevalent, such as fraudulent user detection (Kumar et al. 2018) and molecular property prediction (Ma et al. 2020). Typically, most GCL methods first construct multiple graph views via stochastic augmentation functions on the input graph and then learn discriminative representations by maximizing the representation consistency between two views.

Despite the prevalence and effectiveness of such methods, existing GCL methods mostly assume the datasets are carefully curated and well balanced across classes. However, unlabeled graph data randomly gathered in the wild often exhibits a highly imbalanced class distribution (Barabási and Albert 1999; Liu, Nguyen, and Fang 2021) and thus implicitly deteriorates the quality of learned representations in GCL methods (Jiang et al. 2021). For instance, Fig. 1(a) illustrates the class distribution sorted in decreasing order of the Amazon-Computers dataset (Shchur et al. 2018), a network of co-purchase goods containing 10 classes. In the pre-training set, we can clearly find that a small fraction of classes take up massive samples (\textit{a.k.a.}, head classes) and the rest of classes are assigned only a few samples (\textit{a.k.a.}, tail classes). Note that the highly imbalanced property of label information within the training data is unknown to the GCL methods. This important property implicitly exists and is largely ignored by the current GCL methods (Zhu et al. 2021a). However, to impose a fair eval-
tion metric, on imbalanced node classification, the testing set is balanced across all classes. Shown as the blue line of Fig. 1(b), we adopt one of the state-of-the-art GCL methods—GBT (Bielak, Kajdanowicz, and Chawla 2021)—to conduct experiments on imbalanced node classification. We can find that the baseline GBT model obtains very poor results, especially on the under-represented middle and tail classes, which naturally spurs a question: How to improve the representation learning of GCL on highly imbalanced node classification?

Recent works related to this question (He et al. 2021; Kang et al. 2020a) explore balanced feature spaces to learn powerful representations not just for head classes but also for tail classes. Kang et al. (2020b) introduce PBS method to innovate imbalanced representation learning, achieving remarkable success by decoupling the learning procedure into a representation learning stage and a classification stage. However, this method is impractical for the GCL setting since it requires knowing labels. This dilemma motivates us to explore how to implicitly obtain label information to improve node representations in the traditional GCL setting.

In this paper, we present a principled GCL framework on imbalanced node classification (ImGCL), to automatically and adaptively balance the representations learned from GCL without ground truth labels. To perform class-balanced re-sampling, ImGCL obtains pseudo-labels via online clustering of learned representations in GCL. Moreover, we propose the node centrality based PBS method tailored for the graph domain, which assigns a higher probability to retain nodes with high node centrality scores when down-sampling the head class nodes in online clustering based PBS. This scheme is able to guide the model to learn node representations with higher node centrality scores, which is considered more important by having abundant structural connectivity when performing message passing. We also provide theoretical insight into the PBS method. Furthermore, existing GCL models can be seamlessly incorporated into the proposed ImGCL framework in a plug-and-play manner. In short, our main contributions can be summarized as follows:

• New problem and insights: we introduce a practically important but under-explored problem, namely graph contrastive learning on imbalanced node classification. We empirically identify that the recently proposed GCL methods are vulnerable to node class imbalance and result in large performance degradation.

• New principled framework: we propose a novel ImGCL framework, which utilizes the node centrality based PBS method. ImGCL automatically and adaptively balances the representations learned from GCL without knowing labels. Moreover, existing GCL models can be seamlessly incorporated into our framework.

• Convincing empirical results: we conduct comprehensive experiments to show that the ImGCL framework achieves superior performance compared with the recently proposed GCL methods on imbalanced node classification. Extensive ablation studies also demonstrate that the ImGCL framework improves the representations of the under-represented (middle and tail) classes.

2 Background

Let $G = (\mathcal{V}, \mathcal{E}, \mathbf{X})$ denote a graph, where $\mathcal{V} = \{v_i\}_{i=1}^N$ is a set of $N$ nodes, and $\mathcal{E} \subseteq \mathcal{V} \times \mathcal{V}$ is a set of edges between nodes. $\mathbf{X} = [x_1, x_2, \ldots, x_N]^T \in \mathbb{R}^{N \times d}$ represents the node feature matrix and $x_i \in \mathbb{R}^d$ is the feature vector of node $v_i$, where $d$ is the feature dimension. The adjacency matrix $\mathbf{A} \in \{0,1\}^{N \times N}$ is defined by $\mathbf{A}_{i,j} = 1$ if $(v_i, v_j) \in \mathcal{E}$ and 0 otherwise. More detailed discussions about related works can be found in the appendix.

Graph Contrastive Learning (GCL). Given an input graph, GCL aims to learn effective graph/node representations that can be transferred to downstream tasks by constructing positive and negative sample pairs (Thakoor et al. 2021; Bielak, Kajdanowicz, and Chawla 2021; Zhang et al. 2021a; Xu et al. 2021; Veličković et al. 2018; Sun et al. 2020; Hassani and Khasahmadi 2020). Specifically, we utilize two augmentation functions $t_1, t_2 \sim \mathcal{T}$ to generate graph views $\hat{G}_1 = (\hat{\mathbf{X}}, \hat{\mathbf{A}}_1) = (\mathbf{X}, \mathbf{A})$ and $\hat{G}_2 = (\mathbf{X}, \mathbf{A}_2) = t_2(G)$, where $\mathcal{T}$ is the set of graph augmentation functions, such as node dropping, edge perturbation, and subgraph sampling (Zhu et al. 2021b). We then obtain node representations for the two graph views via the (parameter shared) GNN encoder $f(\cdot)$, denoted by $\mathbf{Z} = f(\hat{\mathbf{X}}, \hat{\mathbf{A}}_1)$ and $\mathbf{Z}' = f(\hat{\mathbf{X}}, \hat{\mathbf{A}}_2)$ respectively. Given the latent representations, we optimize the parameters of the GNN encoder by a pre-defined contrastive loss. For any node $u$ in $\hat{G}_1$, we aim to score the positive pairs $(u, u^+)$ higher compared to other negative pairs $(u, u^-)$. Typically, the negative samples $u^-$ are sampled from other nodes of the augmented graph views $\hat{G}_2$ in the same batch. The commonly-used InfoNCE loss (Chen et al. 2020) can be defined as:

$$L_{\text{NCE}}(u) = -\log \frac{s(z_u, z_{u^+}, \tau)}{s(z_u, z_{u^+}, \tau) + \sum_{u^- \neq u} s(z_u, z_{u^-}, \tau)},$$

(1)

where $s(z_u, z_{u^+}, \tau)$ indicates the similarity between node representations of positive pairs, while $s(z_u, z_{u^-}, \tau)$ is the similarity between negative pairs. $s$ is a contrasting function to measure the similarity between two node representations, which is typically defined as: $s(z_u, z_v, \tau) = \exp(z_u \cdot z_v / \tau)$. $\tau$ represents the temperature hyper-parameter.

Imbalanced Learning. Imbalanced learning seeks to learn a model from the training set with an imbalanced class distribution, where head classes take up the vast majority of samples and tail classes occupy only a few samples, and generalize well on a balanced testing set (Kang et al. 2020b; Zhang et al. 2021b,c; Liu et al. 2019; Li et al. 2022). For a $K$-way node classification problem, let $\{v_i, y_i\}_{i=1}^N$ be an imbalanced training set. The total number of the training set over $K$ classes is $N = \sum_{k=1}^K N_k$, where $N_k$ denotes the number of samples in class $k$. Let $\pi_k$ be the vector of label frequencies, where $\pi_k = N_k / N$ denotes the label frequency of class $k$. Without loss of generality, we assume that the classes are sorted by $\pi_k$ in a descending order (i.e., if the class index $i < j$, then $N_i \geq N_j$, and $N_1 \gg N_K$). We denote by $N_1 / N_K$ the imbalance ratio of the dataset. Conven-
In imbalanced learning, the test-balanced dataset is imbalanced, whereas the training dataset is balanced. A single data sampling strategy which fits only one case, the balanced dataset \( p_k^B = \frac{1}{K} \) by setting \( q = 0 \) in Eq. 2 or the imbalanced dataset \( p_k^R = \frac{N_k}{\sum_{i=1}^{K} N_i} \) by setting \( q = 1 \) in Eq. 2), cannot account for the class distribution shift between the training and testing datasets. Thus, in order to learn high-quality representations from the imbalanced dataset, we adopt two data samplers with adaptive sampling strategies known as decoupled training in long-tailed learning literature (Zhang et al. 2021b). Formally, at training step \( t \), data are sampled according to a linear combination of the random and mean strategies, controlled by a parameter \( \alpha \in [0,1] \). Therefore, the probability of sampling a node from the class \( k \) is given by:

\[
p_k^{PB} = \alpha \cdot p_k^R + (1 - \alpha) \cdot p_k^M
\]

\[
= \alpha \cdot \frac{N_k}{\sum_{i=1}^{K} N_i} + (1 - \alpha) \cdot \frac{1}{K}.
\]

Intuitively, at early stages of the training phase, an imbalanced class distribution is used for representation learning of the feature extractor. At later stages, the model benefits more from a balanced dataset for training an unbiased classifier. Therefore, the control parameter \( \alpha \) should progressively decrease from 1 to 0 during the training phase. Concretely, at training step \( t \), \( \alpha \) is calculated by (Kang et al. 2020b):

\[
\alpha = 1 - \frac{t}{T},
\]

where \( T \) is the total number of training epochs.

### 3.2 Online Clustering Based PBS

The PBS method requires real labels to adjust the class distribution during training, which compromises its practicality. Since GCL is typically applied for the label-free scenario, we cannot directly apply PBS here. On one hand, (McPherson, Smith-Lovin, and Cook 2001) have revealed the homophily phenomenon in homophilic graphs, i.e., the nodes with similar features tend to be connected with each other and share the same label. On the other hand, the motivation of GCL is to learn representations in which similar node pairs stay close to each other while dissimilar ones are far apart. We propose to connect these two facts by the pseudo-label method in GCL (Caron et al. 2018), which iteratively generates artificial labels by the model itself to make the PBS method applicable in the label-free GCL scenarios. We utilize the emergence of representation clusters learned from GCL to generate pseudo-labels of each node and then apply a down-sampling strategy to improve the quality of node representations in middle and tail classes.

Specifically, suppose there are \( K \)-classes for the node classification task. At the certain iteration \( t \) of the training phase, we obtain the node representation \( \mathbf{Z}_t \in \mathbb{R}^{N \times D} \) via the learned GNN encoder, where \( D \) is the hidden dimension.
We apply the clustering algorithm to the nodes in the embedding space to produce a set of $K$ prototypes $\{c_1, \ldots, c_K\}$. Formally, we intend to learn a $D \times K$ centroid matrix $C$ and a one-hot cluster assignment vector $\hat{y}_n \in \mathbb{R}^K$ for each node $n$ of the given graph by solving the following problem:

$$
\min_{C \in \mathbb{R}^{D \times K}} \frac{1}{N} \sum_{n=1}^{N} \min_{\hat{y}_n} \| z_{t,n} - C \hat{y}_n \|_2^2 \text{ such that } \hat{y}_n^T 1_K = 1,
$$

where $z_{t,n} \in \mathbb{R}^D$ denotes the $n$-th node embedding vector of $Z_t$, and $1_K \in \mathbb{R}^K$ is the vector with all elements of 1. Solving this above problem provides a set of optimal assignments $\{\hat{y}_n^*|n = 1, \ldots, N\}$ and a centroid matrix $C^*$. These assignments are then used as pseudo-labels. Note that We set the number of centroids (clusters) $K$ in the clustering algorithm equal to the number of classes in the training dataset, which is an input hyperparameter of the classification task. We also perform the hyperparameter study in Appendix D and find that it is generally a good choice and prevents performance fluctuation. In order to avoid trivial solutions and empty clusters, we use the constrained K-means clustering (Bradley, Bennett, and Demiriz 2000) to instantiate the clustering algorithm. It can implement the K-means clustering algorithm whereby a minimum size for each cluster can be specified. Thus, we can address the representation collapse problem (Fang et al. 2021) which would produce a poorly imbalanced pseudo-label distribution.

Theoretical Analysis. In order to justify the PBS method, we theoretically prove that the classifier learned iteratively by balanced sampling with pseudo-labels on the imbalanced dataset can converge to the optimal balanced classifier with a linear rate. Detailed proofs can be found in Appendix B. Consider a binary classification problem with two Gaussian distributions with different means and the equal variance. Suppose the data generating distribution is $P_{XY}$ and the probability of positive labels (+1) and negative labels (−1) are $P_Y(1)$ and $P_Y(−1)$, respectively. We have $X | Y = +1 \sim \mathcal{N}(\mu_1, \sigma^2)$ conditioned on $Y = +1$ and similarly, $X | Y = −1 \sim \mathcal{N}(\mu_2, \sigma^2)$ conditioned on $Y = −1$. In addition, suppose $\mu_1 < \mu_2$ without loss of generality. It is straightforward to verify that (Bishop and Nasrabadi 2006) the optimal decision boundary of a balanced Bayes classifier is $\theta^* \equiv \frac{\mu_1 + \mu_2}{2}$. At the first iteration $t = 1$, we start from the imbalanced unlabeled dataset and generate pseudo-labels $\hat{Y}_t$ by the clustering method. Then, we obtain the estimated decision boundary $\hat{\theta}_t = \frac{\hat{\mu}_1 + \hat{\mu}_2}{2}$ and produce pseudo-labels $\hat{Y}_t$. The fact that the initial dataset being imbalanced ($P_Y(1) \neq P_Y(−1)$) leads to biased $\hat{\theta}_t$. We iteratively obtain the estimator $\hat{\theta}_t$ and pseudo-labels $\hat{Y}_t$ when $t \geq 2$.

**Proposition 1.** Consider the above setup. Suppose there is a (sufficiently large) integer $T$ such that $|\hat{\theta}_t - \theta^*| \ll |\mu_2 - \mu_1|$, $|1_T - \theta^*| \ll \sigma^2$. Our estimator $\hat{\theta}_T$ converges to the optimal balanced decision boundary $\theta^*$, i.e., $|\hat{\theta}_{t+1} - \theta^*| \leq C \cdot |\hat{\theta}_t - \theta^*|, \forall t \geq T$ with a linear convergence rate $C = \frac{2}{\pi} < 1$.

**Interpretation.** In the context of PBS, the classifier is trained starting from the imbalanced data distribution. Intuitively, by iteratively down-sampling head classes, the data distribution gradually becomes balanced, on which the trained classifier also converges to the balanced optimum.

### 3.3 Node Centrality Based PBS

To further improve the representations of nodes in under-represented (middle and tail) classes, we incorporate graph structural information when performing the node centrality based PBS method. In network science, node centrality, which measures how important a node is in a graph, is an important metric to understand the influence of each node of a graph (Barabási 2013). Therefore, we propose an adaptive down-sampling scheme based on node centrality to balance the class distribution over all classes. For each node class, we sample nodes of higher centrality with higher probability to better preserve the intrinsic structures of graphs in learned representations. We herein utilize the PageRank centrality due to its simplicity and effectiveness (Barabási 2013). Formally, the centrality values are calculated by the iterative form: $\sigma = \alpha AD^{-1} + 1$, where $\sigma \in \mathbb{R}^N$ is the PageRank centrality score vector for each node, $\alpha$ is a damping factor to control the probability of randomly jumping to another node in the graph, $A$ and $D$ denote the adjacency and the degree matrix of the input graph respectively, and $I$ is the all-ones identity vector. Note that we pre-calculate the PageRank score $\sigma$ before the training phase of GCL. When performing down-sampling of the head classes, we calculate the probability of each node based on $\sigma$. Formally, for node $v$ in class $j$ with the centrality score $\sigma_v$, the probability with the normalized centrality score is defined as:

$$
p_{PB}^v,j = \max \left\{ \frac{\sigma_v - \sigma_{\min}}{\sigma_{\max} - \sigma_{\min}}, p_j, p_T \right\},
$$

where $p_{PB}^v,j$ is the progressively balanced sampling probability of class $j$, $\sigma_{\max}$ and $\sigma_{\min}$ are the maximum and minimum value of the centrality score, and $p_T$ is a cut-off probability to ensure that nodes with extremely low probabilities can also be sampled. In node centrality based PBS, we then perform a normalization step that transforms $p_{PB}^v,j$ into probabilities and then use it to balance the class distribution. Concretely, we select certain nodes of the original graph in form of a masked vector $m \in \mathbb{R}^N$ by sampling each node independently according to $p_{PB}^v,j$. We then calculate the graph contrastive loss only on these selected node representations, as shown in Fig. 2.

### 3.4 Learning Framework

ImGCL is a general GCL framework for imbalanced node classification, which can be readily applied with existing GCL methods adopting the two-branch design (Thakoor et al. 2022; Bielak, Kajdanowicz, and Chawla 2021; You et al. 2020). ImGCL does not rely on specific approaches of graph view augmentation, graph view encoding, or representation contrasting in GCL. In ImGCL, we set the number of clusters $K$ in the node centrality based PBS method equal to the number of classes in the downstream task. One
challenge of the implementation is that the quality of the generated pseudo-labels and representations are mutually-dependent, which could destabilize the training loop. In response, we re-balance the class distribution every $B$ epochs, thus there are $T/B$ times to adjust the class distribution. In order to improve the representations of nodes in under-represented (middle and tail) classes, we select $N \times l$ nodes during the pre-training phase in ImGCL, where $l = 10\%$ equals the ratio of training data in the down-stream task. We down-sample the head nodes to the required number according to their PageRank centrality scores as introduced in Sec. 3.3. Following the linear evaluation scheme of GCL (Zhu et al. 2021b), we train a linear classifier on the re-balanced labeling frequency $B$, the ratio of selected nodes $l$.

We down-sample the head nodes to the required number according to their PageRank centrality scores as introduced in Sec. 3.3. Following the linear evaluation scheme of GCL (Zhu et al. 2021b), we train a linear classifier on the balanced dataset with 10% randomly selected nodes after obtaining node representations. The training algorithm of ImGCL is summarized as follows.

**Algorithm 1:** The ImGCL pre-training algorithm

**Input:** The input graph $G$, GNN encoder $F$.

**Parameter:** Number of nodes $N$, number of clusters $K$, re-balanced labeling frequency $B$, the ratio of selected nodes $l$.

**Output:** Pre-trained GNN encoder $F$.

1. Calculate the node centrality vector $\sigma$ of $G$.
2. for $epoch = 0, 1, 2, \ldots$ do
3. Draw two augmentation functions $t_1 \sim T$, $t_2 \sim T$.
4. Generate two graph views $\tilde{G}_1 = t_1(G)$ and $\tilde{G}_2 = t_2(G)$.
5. Obtain node representations $U$ of $\tilde{G}_1$ and $V$ of $\tilde{G}_2$ using the GNN encoder $F$.
6. if $epoch \mod B == 0$ then
7. Cluster node representations to obtain pseudo-labels.
8. Compute the normalized centrality score $p_{NBP}$ with Eq. 5.
9. Obtain the masked vector $m$ according to $p_{NBP}$, which satisfies $\|m\| = N \times l$.
10. Compute the contrastive object $\mathcal{L}$ on these selected node representations $U \odot m$ and $V \odot m$ with Eq. 1.
11. Update the parameters of $F$ with $\mathcal{L}$.

**4 Case Study: Learning Discriminative Representations on Amazon-Computers**

We are particularly interested in the learned representations among different methods. For a more intuitive comparison and to further demonstrate the effectiveness of the ImGCL framework, we design experiments of visualization on Amazon-computers. We utilize the output representations on the last layer of vanilla GBT, GBT with PBS to train the classifier on training data but without node centrality based PBS on representation learning in GCL, and GBT with ImGCL. We plot the learned representations of the testing graph dataset using t-SNE (Van der Maaten and Hinton 2008). As shown in Fig. 5, vanilla GBT clearly exhibits the minority collapse (Fang et al. 2021) phenomenon, and the representations in tail classes are mixed together, which fundamentally limits the performance in the tail classes. In Fig. 3 (b), we can find clearer boundaries among different classes but the representations in tail classes are still mixed together, which suggests that it is important to explore balanced representation spaces in GCL methods. In comparison, the learned representations of GBT+ImGCL (Fig. 3 (c)) have distinct boundaries among different classes and more compact intra-class structures, which highlights the effectiveness of our proposed ImGCL framework.

**5 Experiments**

In this section, we provide empirical results to demonstrate the effectiveness of our ImGCL framework. We conduct extensive experiments on imbalanced graph datasets to mainly answer the following questions: 1) Can ImGCL generally improve the performance of GCL methods on imbalanced node classification? (Sec. 5.1) (2) How does ImGCL perform on different imbalanced types? (Sec. 5.2) (3) How does ImGCL help improve GCL methods on imbalanced node classification? (Sec. 5.2)

**Dataset.** We use four widely-used datasets including Wiki-CS, Amazon-computers, Amazon-photo, and DBLP, to comprehensively study the performance of transductive node classification. In order to validate the effectiveness of ImGCL on the imbalanced node classification setting, we

---

Figure 3: Visualization of the testing set on Amazon-Computers. Each point in the figure is colored by real labels.
Imbalanced Types. In what follows, we measure performance in terms of accuracy with the corresponding standard deviation for a fair comparison. We consider representative baseline methods in each category with the gray background. The highest performance under each category is masked as bold. The highest performance improvement of the GCL baseline w/o the ImGCL framework is underlined.

### Evaluation Protocol
For each experiment, we follow the commonly-used linear evaluation scheme for GCL as introduced in (Zhu et al. 2021b). The model is firstly trained in a self-supervised manner, and then the learned representations are used to train and test with a simple linear classifier. For results in this section, we train each model in twenty runs for different data splits and report the average performance with the corresponding standard deviation for a fair comparison. In what follows, we measure performance in terms of accuracy, if not otherwise specified.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ImGCL (ours)</th>
<th>Method</th>
<th>Available Data</th>
<th>Amazon-Computers</th>
<th>Amazon-Photo</th>
<th>Wiki-CS</th>
<th>DBLP</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>DGI</td>
<td>X, A</td>
<td>48.85(10.94)</td>
<td>47.99(9.03)</td>
<td>41.20(18.84)</td>
<td>50.39(9.17)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MVGRL</td>
<td>X, A</td>
<td>46.42(11.33)</td>
<td>50.86(9.49)</td>
<td>60.85(2.60)</td>
<td>51.90(7.42)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>InfoGraph</td>
<td>X, A</td>
<td>75.44(5.30)</td>
<td>72.56(2.91)</td>
<td>68.96(5.86)</td>
<td>69.12(3.24)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GRACE</td>
<td>X, A</td>
<td>77.54(3.00)</td>
<td>68.89(4.41)</td>
<td>73.86(2.78)</td>
<td>63.61(4.91)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BGLR</td>
<td>X, A</td>
<td>67.82(10.24)</td>
<td>72.67(6.04)</td>
<td>59.35(15.44)</td>
<td>57.90(2.28)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GBT</td>
<td>X, A</td>
<td>78.02(1.78)</td>
<td>75.13(7.13)</td>
<td>73.08(12.45)</td>
<td>70.05(1.78)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Best ImGCL over GCL**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Supervised</th>
<th>Method</th>
<th>Available Data</th>
<th>Amazon-Computers</th>
<th>Amazon-Photo</th>
<th>Wiki-CS</th>
<th>DBLP</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>GCN</td>
<td>X, A, Y</td>
<td>46.83(1.52)</td>
<td>68.84(2.56)</td>
<td>59.84(2.02)</td>
<td>51.55(2.64)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GCN+PBS</td>
<td>X, A, Y</td>
<td>70.12(9.78)</td>
<td>73.34(8.28)</td>
<td>63.15(5.13)</td>
<td>73.11(2.76)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1: Summary of accuracies (%) with standard deviation on imbalanced node classification. The 'Available Data' means data we can obtain for training, where X, A, and Y denote node features, the adjacency matrix, and labels respectively. We highlight models in the ImGCL category with the gray background. The highest performance under each category is masked as bold. The highest performance improvement of the GCL baseline w & w/o the ImGCL framework is underlined.

select an equal number of nodes in each class for the validation and testing dataset. Following (Zhu et al. 2021b), the training set is randomly sampled from the rest according to train/valid/test ratios = 1:1:8, which is highly imbalanced. The descriptions, statistics, and the imbalance ratio of each dataset can be found in Appendix H.

Imbalanced Types. In order to comprehensively evaluate the performance of ImGCL in different imbalanced types, we introduce two imbalanced types (Jiang et al. 2021): 

- **Exp** and **Pareto**, parameterized by an imbalanced factor. **Exp** imbalanced class distribution is given by an exponential function, where the higher imbalanced factor means the more imbalanced graph. **Pareto** imbalanced class distribution is determined by a Pareto distribution, where a lower imbalanced factor means the smaller power value of a Pareto distribution and thus the more imbalanced graph.

Baselines. We consider representative baseline methods in the following two categories: (1) traditional methods including Node2vec (Grover and Leskovec 2016), DeepWalk (Perozzi, Al-Rfou, and Skiena 2014), and raw features as input without considering the graph topology. (2) deep learning methods including DGI (Veličković et al. 2018), MVGRL (Hassani and Khasahmadi 2020), InfoGraph (Sun et al. 2020), GRACE (Zhu et al. 2021b), BGLR (Thakoor et al. 2022), and GBT (Bielał, Kajdanowicz, and Chawla 2021). We also directly compare ImGCL with the supervised counterparts, i.e., the most representative model GCN (Kipf and Welling 2016) and the variant of GCN trained with PBS. Note that for all baselines, we report their performance on the imbalanced experimental settings following their official hyperparameters (detailed in Appendix H) based on the PyGCL (Zhu et al. 2021a) open-source library.

5.1 Experimental Results on Node Classification

The empirical performance of imbalanced node classification with the Exp type and 100 imbalanced factor is summarized in Table 1. ImGCL consistently outperforms current GCL baselines even the supervised baselines. We summarize our observations from the table as follows: (1) Recently proposed GCL methods (Zhu et al. 2021a), which are evaluated on balanced testing sets, exhibit severe performance degradation in our imbalanced node classification setting. By incorporating our proposed ImGCL framework (the gray background), these GCL methods improve by a large margin. Concretely, ImGCL+GCL achieves [39.61%, 34.47%, 28.13%, 23.76%] average absolute gain in accuracy than the baseline GCL models on [Amazon-Computers, Amazon-Photo, Wiki-CS, DBLP], respectively. We also find that the recently proposed GBT (Bielał, Kajdanowicz, and Chawla 2021) obtains the best performance among a set of GCL competitors. We think the reason is that feature decorrela-
In terms of class size: training set of Amazon-computers into three disjoint groups balanced learning (Zhang et al. 2021b). We first divide the
imbalanced types: Exp and Pareto. Four imbalanced factors [20, 50, 100, 200] are associated with Exp. Two imbalance factors [1, 2] are chosen for Pareto. In Table 2, we observe
that the more imbalanced dataset leads to the lower accuracy of the model. Nevertheless, according to our assumption in Proposition 1, the ImGCL+baseline model consistently outperforms the baseline model.

Per-Class Analysis. We analyze the per-class recall and precision in Fig. 4 to better understand how ImGCL can help improve GCL methods on the imbalanced node classification. We test GBT on Amazon-computers under imbalanced experimental settings introduced in Sec. 5. The GBT baseline model exhibits highly skewed performance on head and tail classes. The recall on the most majority and minority class is 82.0% and 4.1% respectively, while the corresponding numbers for precision are 30.9% and 95.8%. We observe that GBT falsely classifies most of the tail class samples into head classes with low confidence but have high confidence on the correctly classified nodes in tail classes (Wei et al. 2021). In contrast, GBT with ImGCL obtains relatively balanced recall and precision value on both head (the most majority precision: 81.2% → 88.2%) and tail (the most minor-

5.2 Experimental Analysis

Imbalanced Type Analysis. The performance for the head, middle, and tail classes are usually reported on imbalanced learning (Zhang et al. 2021b). We first divide the training set of Amazon-computers into three disjoint groups in terms of class size: {Head, Middle, Tail}. Head and Tail each include the top and bottom 1/3 classes, respectively.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Type</th>
<th>Factor</th>
<th>Method Category</th>
<th>Head</th>
<th>Middle</th>
<th>Tail</th>
<th>All</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Exp</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>GBT</td>
<td>79.45</td>
<td>65.40</td>
<td>73.25</td>
<td>71.97</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>100</td>
<td>GBT+ImGCL (ours)</td>
<td>70.38</td>
<td>41.92</td>
<td>14.29</td>
<td>42.17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>200</td>
<td></td>
<td>78.13</td>
<td>25.12</td>
<td>10.28</td>
<td>36.57</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2: Results of accuracy (%) on Amazon-computers using the GBT baseline model under different imbalanced types and factors. ↑ means a higher imbalanced factor corresponds to a more imbalanced dataset. Instead, ↓ means a lower factor corresponds to a more balanced dataset.

The class index is sorted by the number of nodes in each class in descending order. GBT w/o ImGCL clearly shows a descending trend in recall while an ascending trend in precision. However, GBT with ImGCL has achieved a relatively balanced recall and precision value over all classes.

Figure 4: Bias comparison between GBT models w & w/o ImGCL on Amazon-Computers under imbalanced experimental settings. Left: Per-class recall and precision w/o ImGCL. Right: Per-class recall and precision with ImGCL. The class index is sorted by the number of nodes in each class.

6 Conclusion

In this work, we study how to improve the representations of graph contrastive learning (GCL) methods on imbalanced node classification, which is a very practical but rarely explored problem. We propose the principled ImGCL framework, which automatically and adaptively balances the representations learned from GCL without knowing labels and then theoretically justifies it. Through extensive experiments on multiple graph datasets and imbalance settings, we show that ImGCL can significantly improve the recently proposed GCL methods by improving the representations of nodes in under-represented (tail) classes. For the future work, we will explore more data types, such as bioinformatics graphs. We hope our work will extend GCL to more realistic task settings with (underlying) imbalanced node class distribution.
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